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WHAT WAS HIS FATHER'S SIN?Captured by Rod Reiss, the rightful king, Krista and Eren finally

have their memories back. What exactly happened to Eren, and what was the crime his father

committed? Meanwhile, the Survey Corps desperately hunts for Eren, while at the same time

seeking to legitimize their military coup. As the situation inside the walls comes to a head, the

mysteries of the world of the Titans seem on the cusp of being solved at last!This volume is also

available as a special edition with variant cover and full color playing card set! (This is the regular

edition.)The megahitÂ Attack on TitanÂ anime finally returns, streaming on April 1!
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With his debut series, "Attack on Titan," Hajime Isayama has enjoyed a meteoric rise from unknown

to one of Japan's top comics artists.

Great Buy! It comes in a box with the special art on it and there is a sleeve for the manga that has

the same image on it. The cards are what really wowed me though. Every card has a different

colored image on it from the manga. Some of the images are taken from the covers of previous

manga and some are colored pictures from the inside. Love it!!

To be honest, I was not expecting to get answers in this volume but I was wrong and I am glad I

was wrong! This volume is mesmerizing and satisfying though the cliffhanger at the end is



unbearable.Regardless, this is probably my favorite volume in this serie because some things finally

start to make sense!!! And though there are yet many questions unanswered, at least, in this

volume, a light is starting to shine...I don't want to ruin your AOT experience so I am not divulging

anything but if you are a fan of AOT or if you like it, this 16th volume is where you will get some

answers at long last!!

I love this series. I watched the anime, but couldn't bare to wait for an unknown amount of time for

another season. So I decided to buy the manga (the anime leaves off at about the 8th book). I

haven't been this impressed with a series since Hellsing (the manga and OVA, of course). This is

sort of in the same vein, as it's quite dark and bloody. That said, it's also well written. It really keeps

you guessing, and I feel like the twists make sense without being predictable. I can't wait for the

next issue to come out!

This edition comes with the awesome special jacket cover by Tony Moore. It's a good piece of

artwork, although there was definitely some artistic liberty taken with the content of the picture. In

any case, if you don't like it, it's removable and has the regular volume 16 underneath. The playing

cards are great quality and beautiful with color art from the manga on them.The book and cards

came in a box with the same art as the volume on it. I threw the box away (mine was crushed during

shipping), but it makes it a pretty cool little set, a must-buy if you're an Attack on Titan fan.

I wait, rather impatiently I will add, for the new volumes to come into print. I have seen so many

complaints about how this series is weak and shallow, but that had to have been before all of these

new parts of the plot have come into play. The manga is a good read, especially for people who like

the psychological thriller type of story. The characters are not as deeply fleshed out as they could

be, that is true, but the story is going places, at least through this 16th volume.

great book

thanks

I seriously can't wait for the next volume. The action is insane and so many truths are revealed!

Great volume to add to your collection, and if you're still pondering whether you should buy the

manga... go ahead and click that add to cart button on the side, definitely worth it! :)
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